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Spriiig Weekend 91: A Wail Of A Tune
D BY RAN BARTON, III
Copy Editor

With no other object than fun, Trinity
students emerged from their dorms to
celebrate Spring in epic fashion. Spring
Weekend, the annual TCAC sponsored
event, came and went in full force, with
students shuttling from party to party
from Friday afternoon till Sunday evening. Reaction to this year's events mirrored that of years past, as most of the
students enjoyed it immensely, while
some found fault with either the event
itself, or TCAC, the event's planners.
Starting on Friday wi th student bands
on the Cave Patio, Spring Weekend offered a dizzying variety of activities for
those who wished to partake, and yet
attendance could have been better
throughout the. weekend. When asked
about the sometimes poor showing, a
group of TCAC Staff-shirted people
agreed that, "there was too much hype
and not enough information in the build
up." Friday night a DJ played on the
Cave patio, and the attendance was much
smaller than anyone had anticipated. The
same TCAC members agreed that that
was the most underattended event. "It
was a failure, no one had heard about it,
so npbody showed up."
Also underattended was Emily
Mann's play Still Life, on Friday and
Saturday atGoodwin Theater. "Friday's
attendance was better than we'd expected," reported Amy Somer, "but
please turn to pages 8-9,

ILIVFIV
Jonathan Edwards, The Wailers, and th« Jeff Healey Band rocked

Woetz, Kemalian & Foley Clinch SGA Posts
President of Finance. The three men
will form the SGA Executive Committee
News Editor
for the coming academic year.
"The first thing on my agenda will
OPHOMORE CRAIG WOERZ, run- be to promote an SGA with dedicated
ning on a campaign platform which student representatives," said SGA Presiincluded trying to get a student on dent-elect Woerz. "I would like to host
Trinity's Board of Trustees, captured the a retreat, possibly in the Adirondacks,
Student Government Association's top to hopefully solidify the group on an inslot Wednesday. Mr, Woerz's running- formal basis."
"I also plan to look how student
mate, Drew Kemalian '92, was elected
voice is represented in the faculty, staff,
SGA Executive Vice-President.
Freshman Chris Foley completed the and most importantly, the Board of TrusSGA triumvirate upon being elected Vice- tees," continued Mr. Woerz.
• BYJAYAKASIE

S

Craig Woerz '93, Drew Kemalian '92, and Chris Foley '94 take a break
from the Wallers' performance last Sunday to pose for the Tripod.

"Situations and decisions thatdirectly
effect students should have direct dent
imput," he said. "Briefings and secondhand information are not acceptable
modes of information."
The President-elect sa id that he would
like the SGA to investigate the social situation at Trinity as well.
"We sense that there will be a desire
for alternatives of fraternities," said Mr.
Woerz. But he emphasized that the SGA
would not be looking for a replacement
for fraternities.
"We are simply going to be looking
for successful social alternatives, not replacements. I hope to see
fraternities function as
they already are," he
said.
The Student Government Association's
new Executive VicePresident
Drew
Kemalian looks forward to his new position as well.- •
"i'm excited about
the opportunity I have
to work with Craig,"
Mr. Kemalian said.
"And we're already exchanging agendas
with Dave [Friedman]
and Joe [Ragaglia] to
make the transition
better."
Newly elected
Vice-President of Finance Chris Foley
added that he plans to
USA DENNY

please turn to page 4

m A nineteen year-old woman
was kidnapped on Vernon
Street last Tuesday, blindfolded, driven to an unknown
location, and raped. It is the
third incident of violent crime
in the that one-block area this
semester. Please turn to page 3.
H Brian Johnson's last installment of "Sterling Sketches" appears on page 12. Alas, the
jester has left the court.
M The latest World & Nation
poll, concerning issues of sexual orientation, proves that
Trinity, once again, bears little
resemblance to the real world.
See page 7.
m Shot put specialist Jackie
Kupa '93 was the first place
finisher in the NESC AC Championships at Colby College this
past weekend. With a throw of
35' 7.5", Ms. Kupa broke by half
an inch the school record that
she had set the previous week.
She has the top five throws in
the College's history.
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OPINION
Thanks and Praise, 1991
E WOULD LIKE to congratulate the Trinity College
Activities Committee on a wonderful Spring Weekend, a patchwork of activity/ a quilty party, if you
will.
WE WOULD LIKE to commend the Department of Campus Safety for reducing the amount of crime on campus
significantly, and for making the shuttle service available
upon request.
WE WOULD COMMISERATE with the staff of the Chapel,
for enduring an endless and.tiresome search for a. new
chaplain.
WE WOULD LIKE to thank the Student Government Association for securing a car for student organizations, a
copy machine in Mather, a yogurt machine in Marriott
eateries, and a change machine in Koeppell.
WE WOULD ASK that the sudden death of Tom Ryan not
be forgotten.
WE WOULD ASK that the outstanding sense of duty
exhibited by Cam Biller not be forgotten.
WE WOULD LIKE to applaud the decision to add the new
squash courts to the Ferris Athletic Center, and congratulate the Division III ECAC Champion Trinity Hockey team.
WE WOULD LIKE to congratulate and thank the Sexual
Assault Task Force and the Women's Center for increasing
the awareness of sexual assault on campus through a highly
successful second annual Sexual Assault Awareness Week.
WE WOULD LIKE to the thank the College for the ACUS
telephone service, which has worked out unbelievably
well.
WE WOULD LIKE to thank the organizers of the GulfWar Teach In, and those who bore their names to the "wall"
of opposition.
WE WOULD LIKE to thank the staff of the Watkinson
Library for providing the College with informative and
enlightening exhibitions, and for acquiring the Mark Twain
Memorial Collection.
,;
AND FINALLY, we wish the Trinity College class of 1991
continued success in all of its endeavours, and thank the
members of the class for their contributions to Trinity College. Godspeed, and good luck. We will miss you.
H. M. M. A.

Northern Ireland's
Nationalists are Victims
To the Editor,
As a student of Anglo-Irish
History, I believe the recent editorial by
Mr. Graham is another indication of the
dogma that has reduced the Anglo-Irish
question to simplistic black and white
perceptions.
.
Claiming that the legal system
is unfair to nationalists in Northern Ireland is analogous to telling AfricanAmericans that the Los Angeles Police
Department is a benevolent organization. Both the British and American
systems legally proclaim equal and
impartial rights to all citizens. The reality is that both nationalists in Northern
Ireland and African-Americans in America are victims of widespread abuse.
The use of the term Ulster in
describing Northern Ireland is dubious.
Ulster is one of four provinces of Ireland
and encompasses nine counties; six are
in Northern Ireland and three are in the
Republic. Two of the counties in Northern Ireland have nationalist majorities.
Northern Ireland sends representatives
to Westminster. The British government
closed down the. Northern Ireland parliament, Stormont, in 1972 because it
was responsible for widespread bias and
abuse in Northern Ireland.
Claiming Northern Ireland is
no more under military occupation than

Texas is a half-truth. Outside of the two
main cities in Northern Ireland, the
a tmosphere is ca lm, friendly and similar
to the countryside of England or Ireland.
However, the two main cities, Belfast
and Derry, are under military occupation. I saw no such thing when I was in
Texas several years ago.
The only solution to the Northern Ireland problem is a stable and
impartial political structure that guarantees the rights of all citizens. Contrary
to media reports, Sinn Fein only receives"
support from a very small section of the
nationalist community, The problem is
that Northern Ireland is an entity without a country. Britain does not want to
continue dumping millions of pounds
yearly into the area and the Irish government realistically cannot afford and does
not want to incorporate the six counties.
Most residents of Northern Ireland who
call themselves nationalists would be
satisfied to maintain the status quo as
long as political and economic rights
were guaranteed. Lastly, if Northern
Ireland is such an intricate part of Great
Britain, why do UK passports say "The
United Kingdom and Northern Ireland"?
Sincerely,
Christopher LaRoche

Trinity's ConnPIRG Chapter
Reaffirmed in SGAElections
. . To the Editor:
. On behalf of the ConnPIRG chapter we would like to thank those members
of the student body who voted for the continuation of our existence on this campus.
Winning by a margin of 81%, we greatly appreciate your support. Since 1973,
ConnPIRG has held a chapter at this college serving the Hartford community as well
as the state of Connecticut in matters of the environment and consumer protection.
Our future projects include several Earth Day programs and a National Toxics Campaign in coordination with other environmental groups across the country.
Sincerely,
.
•.
Trinity ConnPIRG Chapter
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Psi-U Sponsors Successful Blood Drive
Psi-Upsilon's Blood Drive was once again very successful. Psi-U has been coordinating the event for six years, but
this year was the first year that it was done both in the Spring
and the Fall. The Blood Drive, held Tuesday and Wednesday
of last week, was fairly successful, but last year was the record
breaking year. Bob Hoyng, Coordinator, commented that "it
was a good year, but we really had hoped for more support
from the students and especially the faculty." Voice messages
were sent to students and faculty urging them to take part in
the Blood Drive.
.
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Please note: Letterstothe Iripod should be received by 5flO p.m. the Friday proceeding publication the
followingTuesday rhey should be typed and signed, or on a Macintosh disk. No unsigned or anonymous letters
will be printed, although names may be withheld if sorequestedafter a signature. All letters are, of course, the sole
responsibility of the authors and do not necessarily refleci the views or opinions of this paper. Please limit all letters
r
to five-hundred words.
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NEWS
Two Seniors Awarded 19 Year-Old Woman
Watson Fellowship
Kidnapped On
T
Vernon Street; Raped
rinity College seniors W.
Stephen Lowe and David
Molner have been awarded
Thomas J. Watson Fellwships for 1991 92. Just 75 winners were selected for
the prestigious fellowships from 203
nominees at 49 outstanding, small
colleges around the country.
The Thomas J. Watson Fellowship
Program is a national competition
which supports independent foreign
research and travel for recent college
graduates, fellows recieve a stipend
of $13,000 to pursue a year of focused
study and experience in a field in
which they have demonstrated the
potential for leadership.
An economics major, Mr. Lowe
will study "Shrimp Culture Industry:
World Markets & Production" in Ecuador, Thailand and the Philippines. He
plans to examine the effects of the introduction of new technology in the
world shrimp market on those countries where it is being used, with particular emphasis on the socio-economic ramifications. Mr. Lowe, who
worked on a shrimp farm in Hawaii,
says that a major part of his research
will be his study in Ecuador because
of its importance in aquaculrure.
A graduate of the Kent School in
Kent, Connecticut, he played soccer
and lacrosse at Trinity and received
the Peter Schaefer Award for Achievement in introductory economics. In
his sophomore year he completed an

internship with the Dean Witter investment firm.
Highland Park, Illinois native
David Molner will study "Classical
Rhetoric and Modern Argumentation"
• BY JONATHAN HEUSER
in the United Kingdom, France, and
Neios Writer
Germany. Mr. Molner, who designed
his own major of philosophy and lanMajor crime struck near Trinity again
guage, hopes to determine the factors
last Tuesday. A nineteen year old woman
that led to the decline of the European
reported that an unidentified man pulled
tradition of rhetoric, dating from the
her off Vernon Street into a car, blindmedieval universities. He has obfolded her, drove to an unknown locaserved great change in the structure of
tion, and raped her.
argumentation as well as a collapse in
Hartford Police interviewed the
the structure of the English language.
woman at Hartford Hospital where she
"People don't seem to argue with
explained to them that she was apone another according to any strucproached between 6:00pm and 7:00pm
ture any more," he observed. "It's awin front of 30 Vernon Street.
fully shapeless. People don't seem to
30 Vernon Street is near the intersecunderstand what give-and-take
tion of Vernon Street and Washington
means, and we don't teach it in school
Street, less than a block from the edge of
any more."
Trinity's campus.
Mr. Molner says he has his own
An officer working on the case con"speculation" on these questions and
firmed that the woman was not a stuwill investigate them by listening to
dent of the College and explained that
people argue in academic, political and
police were having trouble ascertaining
judicial settings. He's especially interthe location of the actual rape because
ested in visiting universities founded
the victim changed her story of the incibefore the Renaissance.
dent.
At Trinity he has been a member of
Director of Campus Safety Brian
the crew team and the Observer staff. Kelly was anxious to explain that this
He was named to Phi Beta Kappa in
crime had nothing to do with the Trinity
December and has an article on Eastern Europe appearing in the Trinity
Papers. S

community, but encouraged students,
faculty, and administrators to take heed.
"Headlines help me do my job. It
gets people to increase their awareness,"
he said.
"Even thoughthere was not a student involved, I am still very concerned
with walking, jogging, and exercising in
the area. Never run alone or after dark,
and if you must, stay on the inner campus or on the track," Mr. Kelly said.
"We have mapped out a [jogging]
route along Fairlfield and back to Maple,"
he continued. "I'm still not happy about
it, but it is safer. Always stay in populated areas where there is help nearby."
The Office o f Campus Safety released
a recommended jogging route in a Safety
Bulletain circulated to members of the
Trinity community in December of 1990.
The maps are currently available in the
office of Campus Safety.
In an unrelated incident, Hartford
Police swept through the neighborhood
surrounding Trinity and made nearly
fifty drug related arrests on Monday,
April 22. •
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Buy One, Get One

FREE WHOPPER WHEN YOU BUY ONE
WHOPPER COMBO AT REGULAR PRICE.

1

Al SO-1970 NAMED BY ESQUIRE MAGAZINE ONE
OF THEi 100MOST INFLUENTIAL PEOPLE
IN ROCK & ROLL HISTORY

I'IC.IM' pn^em tins voupun bei^re ordering, l-inutoiupur ^ust.iiiiot^S'dt ioK* ust'vl vMih other cimpiin^ nr cltifi
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Concert Tours: Rolling Stones
Jefferson Airplane
Janisjoplin
The Who
WED. MAY 1, 4:30
Jimi Hendrix
McCOOK AUD.
Last U S. Beatles Tour
Newport Folk Festival
AL

SQMETIMIS YOU'VE GQTTA
BREAKTJ«ERULES.
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NEWS
The 1991 French Club Dinner: Oui!
BY SAMREEN MALIK

The French Club's Second Annual Dinner that was held last Monday
in the Koeppel Center, turned out to be
more successful than the organizers of
the event had hoped it would be. This
year's officers President Samreen Ma lik,
Vice President Jennifer Smith, Treasurer Jeff Lyon, and Public Relations
Officers Seana Hayden and Joya Stella
worked closelyand diligently with their
advisor and Graduate Fellow Stephane
Charitos to organize the dinner.
The dinner was open to all students on a first come first serve basis

SGA Elections....
continued from page 1
build on the accomplishments of the current SGA administration, and said that

and was free of charge, The food service
was catered by Monique Hansen, an authentic French caterer. Prior to dinner,
students acted out two scenes from
lonesco's La Cantatrice Chauve. The
students seemed to enjoy both the presentations and the dinner, while meeting
fellow students interested in the French
culture.
The dinner was made possible by
the generous contributions of the Dean
of Students' Office, Gail Woldu, Dori
Katz, and the Modern Language Department.
This year is the French Club's first

he believes that "things will get better
and better."
v; i Mr, Foley said that he "feels fine about
working w^h Craig [Woerz] and Drew
[KemalianJ," although he did not run on

official year in existence. Last year, the
French Club was not funded by the
Student Government Association.
The French Club's main objective is to promote awareness of the
French culture and to give students an
opportunity to speak the language
outside of the classroom setting. The
French Club meets weekly to provide
students with the opportunity of speaking French with each other. French
movies were shown weekly last semester and various trips were taken off
campus for movie-viewing purposes.

Burns Named
Miss East
Longmeadow

Trinity's social court was graced by a
new addition when Cassandra Burns 93
was crowned Miss East Lone Meadow
1991.
While hundreds of spectators and
several celebrity judges appraised her
every action, Miss Burns competed in
evening gown, swimsuit, and talent
compettons. The evening gown competition included an on-stage question.
The judges had previously conducted
the rigorous interview segment of the
competition behind closeadoors.
Miss Burns displayed her talents in
classical ballet during the talent portion
of the contest.
She will recieve more than $2500 in
cash and prizes for becoming the thirtyfirst Miss East Long Meadow, and make
numerous public appearances with her
crown, including on a float in the town's
annual Forth of July Parade.
The first runner up received $1000
and a year's supply of hair spray.
Several Trinity students watched
Miss Burns, adorned with a tiara and the
Miss East Long Meadow banner and
with flowers cascading from her arms,
as she tearfully waved to the crowd at
her coronation.
Prasant Sar '93 witnessed the event.
"You think you've reached the highlight
of your life, and then something like trris
comes along," he said of the spectacular
asscention to royalty.
"I thought I "had seen it all. I wish I
had," said Susan Olsen '93.
Miss Burns' parents were delighted
at her victory. She will now move on to
the Miss Massachusetts contest.
The winner of Miss Massachusetts
will be given the opportunity to compete with some of the country's most
talented and beautiful women for the
their ticket.
of Miss America.
"I also hope that the people I ran crown
Miss Burns, a history major, is a Resiagainst will still stay involved with the dent Assistant in Elton Hall and next
year will be the Resident Coordinator,
SGA," he added, p ..:':.
for Elton and Jones Halls. •

JOIN THE BEST
MINDS IN MEDICINE.
BUYBACK IS THE WEEK OF FINALS
" MAY 13 - 22
STOP IN AND SEE US

We Are Happy to Buy Your
Used Books Every Day.

Bring Us Your Books:
0 In current edition.
0 In good resatobte condition wtih
covers, pages ami binding intact and
without excessive highlighting or
. notes written in them.
We Pay You 50% of the Selling Price:
0 When oideitd by your professors for
new term.
0 When ihe bookstore is not
overstocked.
0 Fw hardcovers and large-format
paperbacks.
0 For "like new" study guides and
workbooks.

We Pay You Up to 25%:
0 for pocket-size paperbacks.
We Pay You National Market Value:
0 When not ordered by your professors.
0 When the bookstore is overstocked.
0 When Ihere is national demand" for
your book.
The best time to sell your used books
is during finals week. Please remember
to bring your student ID with you
whenyoucornein.
Your bookstore...
here to help you.

Employment o/ijuir/mit/ics at Yale University, a leader in
Iwmetiicul and oilier scientific research, offer a wiile range of
labomton/ research opfHirtmiities. Here, recent
graduates can increase their kiuncleiige, i/ei'Wn/1
their talents, ami enrich their experience in n
stimulating, state-of-the-art reseaivh.environint'iil. We have immediate openings for:

Research Assistants
Research Associates
A bachelor's in biological or physical
sciences is required; laboratory experience
is a plus.
In addition to many on-campus
cultural and athletic facilities such
as our fully equipped gym, 31 tennis
courts, ami a regulation golf course.
Mile University provides competitive
salaries and outstanding benefits,
including: 22 vacation days, 4 personal
days, 13 holiday/recess days, and 12 sick
days, all paid. Tuition reimbursement at
graduate programs i« the area and
audit opportunities at Yale also exist.
For immediate consideration, send
your resume in confidence to:
C. Mason, Dept. of Human Resources,
Yale School of Medicine, P.O. Box
9168ME, New Haven, CT 06532-0168;
Fax (203) 785-3165; Telephone <203) 785-3838.
Employment office located al
153 College Street in New Haven.

Yale University
We Univcniiy a M affirmative nciion,
e q a l m B i l y employer.
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EXHIBITS
"From Napoleon to Petrie: The
Development of Egyptology in the 19th
Century," curnted by Jeffrey Knimowitz, Watkinson Library curator. Watkinson Library, A Floor, Trinity College
Library. 8:30am to 4:30pm when college
is in session.
"Bird Study and Book Illustration, 1,476-1793." Watkinson Library.
8:30am to 4:30pm.
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ing an Omre b\ Mar\ Tompkint, Lovvis, author of "Cezanne's Early Imagery." 4:30pm. Austin Arts Center. Free
Admission.

sponsoied b> the Frimty College Medi- and may possiblv find that ail seminarcal Office, will be heid from 11:30am to are filled. Declare Early!!!
1:30pm in the Mather Hall lobby, on
ATTENTION STUDENTS
Summit Street. Cholesterol screening, INTERESTED IN ARABIC: Self-instrucS6; triglycerides screening, S6 (do not tional classes available for elementary
—"Flashes of Court Life in the eat or drink any liquids except water for and intermediate Arabic in the Fall.
Himalayan Kingdom of Bhutan," by Dr. 12 hours before the screening), and body Times and locations to be arranged. If
Michael Aris,,of Harvard University. A fat screening: 810 (wear clothing that is interested, contact Professor Sonia Lee
reception will be held at 7:30pm in the loose on the upper arms). For more in- at ext, 2172.
Faculty Lounge with the lecture to fol- formation about this event, call (203)
POST OFFICE REMINDER: All
low at 8:00.
297-2018.
first class mail and magazines will be
Thursday, May 2
HELP WANTED: for Fall 1991: forwarded during the summer months
READINGS
—"Fear of Being Fat: Eating Student worker to do xeroxing, simple from May 23rd through August 15th .
Wednesday, May 8: Trinity Problems and Compulsions in Perspec- typing (envelopes), answer telephones, Any students who know they will be on
College senior English majors will read tive" by Randy Lee, associate professor occasionally*stuffshjdentmailboxes,i.e., campus during the summer must notify
their poetry. 4p.m. Koeppel_ Student of psychology at Trinity College. general office work for approximately 9- the post office as soon as possible. Mail
Center, Vernon Street.
12:15pm, Women's Center, Mather Hall. 10 hours per week. For more informa- will otherwise be automatically for—"From Fibers to Energy and tion, please call Mrs. G. Weidlich, of the warded to everyone as noted. Any perTHEATER
Beyond: Creating Materials Through Philosophy and Religion Departments manent or temporary change of address
"The Lost City of Cibola," a Chemistry for Society" by Trinity Col- (ext. 2472).
can be given to the post office at any
new play written and directed by Arthur lege Professor of Chemistry Ralph O.
time, verbally or in writing.
Feinsod, director of theater at Trinity Mover, jr. 4:15pm. Krieble Auditorium,
ECONOMICS: Students planning
College, about a white American gradu- Clement Chemistry Building. Free to major in economics should sign up for
ate student who uncovers evidence of a Admission.
the major before the end of the first
great secret which the Zuni Indians of
semester their junior year. If you do not
New Mexico have been guarding who
sign up for the major by that time, the
GENERAL
Department cannot assure you a space
centuries. 8pm. Garmany Hall, Austin
Tuesday, May 7
Arts Center. General Admission: $6;
Medical Office Memo: It's impor- in a senior seminar, which is a requirestudents and senior citizens:$4.
tant for young adults to have a baseline ment for graduation. Students who have
reading of cholesterol and triglycerides. declared their major before the end of
LECTURES
And a check of % body fat helps deter- the first semester of their junior year will
Wednesday, May 1
mine your general condition. Screenings be accomodated first; students who
—"Eva Gonzales: Reconstruct- for glucose, triglycerides and body fat, declare later will be accomodated last

HEY SENIORS!!
We're on our way to a record-breaking senior class gift!!! To date, 216 seniors have
pledged $4406.74 to the gift. The majority of the money raised will go to the Senior Class
Scholarship Fund, with the remainder being used to buy books on Middle Eastern Studies
for the Trinity College Library. Special thanks to all those who have contributed already.'/
Abuza, Zachery
Adamczak, Henry
Alabiso, Jennifer
Antoniadis, Theodore
Applebaum, Eve
Ascona, Lourdes
Barr, Jennifer
Barzun, Mariana
Bayliss, John
Bean, Jaren
Becker, Kirsten
Berkowitz, Edwin
Birnbaum, Jennifer
Bishop, Jocelyn
Blossom, Dudley
Boisvert, Christienne
Boonisar, Ingrid
Bradley, Tracy
Braithwaite, Eric
Brennan, Kathryn
Brick, William
Briggs, Thomas
Brody, Alan
Browne, Whitney
Bui, Loan
Burns, Christopher
Canavan, Patricia
Carey, Allison
Carr, Diana
Chandra, Sumeet
Chang, Aaron
Chen, Jackson
Childs, Jeffrey
Claud, John
Cockrell, John
Coleman, Kathryn
Constantine, Cheryl
Cook, Robin
Cooper, Kristen
Crawford, William
:
Cressotti, Matthew
;
Crissmari,Charles
Crounse, Lisa

Cuello, Melissa
Curby, Andrew
Cynthia, Curtain
Deckoff, Hilary
Dellaripa, Tracey
Dempsey, Raymond
DiBiase, Joseph
Dipreta, Richard
Dunlop, Robert
Dworkin, Deborah
Edwards, Catherine
Egah, Christopher,
Erickson, Susan
Ersevim, Michael
Estes, Eric
Ettienne-Modeste, Kelson
Everitt, Katie
Ferris, Eric
Ferro, Gregory
Fleckner, James
Flynn, Margaret
Foster, Corey
Friedman, David
Gallucci, Steven
Garland, Leah
Garrity, Brian
Gazin, Eric
Geelan, Courtney
Gerundo, Margaret
Gibbs, Charles
;
Gill, Charles
Goldthwait, Elizabeth ,
Goodridge, Christopher
Gouveia, Susan
Graham, Sherry
Grant, David ...... .;;: .;
Greenberg, Matthew
Griffin, Eileen ': ..
Griffith, Eric
Glira, Jennifer
. '••;;>.
H a d d a d , M a r l s •••••;••••;

;:;;

Hadlow, Frederick; •. ?
Hall, Erica

Halpem, Andrew
Halpern, Robin
Halsted, Carey
Hamill, Michael
Harney, Paul
Had en, Seana
Healey, Katherine
Healy, Elizabeth
Hildreth, Magoo
Hinchey, Christopher
Hirshon, Andrea
Honikel, Christina
Horesta, Jennifer
Hoyng, Robert
Hurtig, Sally
Israel, Michelle
Ivey, Linda
Johnson, Timothy
Johnson, Tricia
Joshi, Anita
Jud, Steven
Kaisen, Gary
Kauff, Russell
King, Kangti
Kisor, Colin
Klein, Sara
Knapp, Jon
Kolstad, Kirsten
Kroh, Rachel
LeMothe, Karen
Lamer, Heidi
Lawson, Tara
: Leipman, Susan
Lemon, Ashley
Lindsay, Christine
Lowance, Margaret
Lucas, Gina
Lucey, Michelle
Macdonald, Maragaret
Mack, Dinah
Magauran, Mary
Ma^fley, Jennifer
Ivlaraziti, Jacqueline

Martohue, Carolyn
Matthews, Amy
Mattoon, Scott
Maurido, Lilia
McCool, Robert
McCormack, Mary
McCormick, Benjamin
Miller, Tracy
Miller, Valarie
Molner, David
Molway, Kara
Monaco, Francis
Monde, Rita-Ann
Montgomery, Margaret
Moran, David
Moran, Jennifer
Morton, Mia
Murdah, Kimberly
Nevares, Maria
Newcomb, Andrew
Newman, Ann
Niego, Lesley
Nields, Katryna
1
Norris, Christopher
Nazum, Kimberly
Nyez, Michael
O'Hare, Shaun
Oelschlager, Mark
Passaro, Tinabeth
;
Peckham, Heather
Peskin, Margery
Piper, Michael
Poinier, Liza
Power, Melanie
Prarie, JoAnne,
Ragaglia, Joseph
Ramsey, John
Reinis, Jessica
Remley, Dylan
Rhee, Margaret
Rossman, Ilyse
Row, Christpopher
Russell, Mark

Ryckman, Willis
Sanaulla, Adil
Schiff, David
Schmitt, Deborah
Schnadig, Ian
Schwarz, Fran
Scully, Joia
Smetana, Susana
Smith, Christine
Smith, Jonathan
Starr, Kim
Stearns, Katherine
Stewart, Mahlon
Strand, Loren
Sydlo, Sandra
Talbot, Anastasia
Tansill, Peyton
Taubenheim, Eric
tenerowicz, Mark
Thompson, Herbert
Ticknor, Beula
Traubman, Elanor
Turner, Andrew
Turner, Scott
Vaughn, Stephanie
Verschuren, Vivienne
Vu, My Linh
Ward, Karen
Walker, William
Watkins, Heather
Wells, James
Whiting, Laurence
Whitney, Julia
Willard, Stephen
Wilner, Elizabeth
Wilson, Amy •
Winn, Amy
Yeltema, Kathleen
York, Michelle
Zachar, Ashleigh
Zamparo, Joann
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by Bill Ghent

KGB Continues To
Thrive In Perestroika

ders and military installations. They are
life, gave me hope to carry on, lit up my • BY I. MATEI PAUN
elite troops who make the Black Berets
World and Nation Writer
days, and filled my nights with song.
who killed demonstrators in Lithuania
(Debbie Boone, 1977?) Perhaps, I would
look like amateurs.
have a good 1991. Perhaps not.
As Kremlin watchers debate
The KGB's informer network has
This year's three year old camwhether the Soviet Union is slipping not shrunk during the Purestroika years
paign had been relatively injury-free
back into its bad old, totalitarian ways, and the agency has its eyes and ears in
until this week. 'Cahill Road, winner of
the KGB is quietly regaining its power; every government department as well as
the Wood Memorial, was sidelined this
that is, if it ever lost it. Glasnost has in the homes and work places of the
week due to a torn ligament in his left
sought to give it a human face. The Soviet population.
foreleg. Meadow Star, an undefeated
pressures of nationalist unrest and ecoThe organization has its pick of
filly until losing to Cahill Road in the
nomic disorder now threaten to recreate the best brains in the country, and reWood Memorial, had been prepping for
that face in a more familiar, and disqui- cruits to its non-uniformed department
the Triple Crown Races; but she was
eting, mould.
are graduates who have to pass rigorous
also withdrawn this week and will be
intelligence and physical entrance exThe
world's
most
infamous
pointed towards the Triple Crown for
fillies. And Thursday, it was learned state security machine has never been ams.
Within the Soviet Union, dethat Dinard, who won the Santa Anita far from the nerve center of decisionmaking
in
Moscow.
Its
headquarters,
spite
a
large
number of defections to the
Derby and four out of five races, also
suffered a similar injury to that of Cahill the sprawling Lubianka building, with West, the KGB has an image of intense
Road, and will be out for three months. all its Stalinist resonance, is an easy walk loyalty, clannishness and incorruptibilAnnoying? Yes. But my horse is still in from the Kremlin. From there, security ity. Its people are rewarded with high
chiefs, from Beria to Andropov, amassed salaries but, more importantly, with the
it, and he better win.
and extracted information on all aspects privileges and access to housing and
That horse is Fly So Free. I picked
of Soviet life, evoking fear and awe at goods which transform the Soviet life
him, and I'm telling you the truth, back
every level of society.
from impoverished misery to modest
in June of 1990 to win the Kentucky
luxury.
In
recent
years,
in
a
bid
to
perDerby. Since then, he has won seven of
suade
outsiders
of
the
essential
virtue
of
The KGB, is in effect, a parallel
ten races, including the Breeders' Cup
its
calling,
the
KGB
has
sought
to
play
government.
Unlike the vast and creakJuvenile, the Fountain of Youth Stakes,
down
its
sinister
reputation
and
has
ing
ministries,
which of ten cannot define
and the Florida Derby. But he recently
lost the Blue Grass Stakes to a real threat, begun to portray itself instead as a be- their own policies, the KGB is efficient
Strike the Gold, whom he had beaten by nign crime fighting organization inter- and able to coordinate and shape its stratested only in the welfare of its country's egy for the country.
one length in the Florida Derby.
President Gorbachev has never
Fly So Free is a fast horse; he like citizens.
It has thrown open its doors to publicly criticized the KGB and many
to stay near thelead and zoom into the
stretch run in first place. But then he journalists to show how its recruits are Soviet and Western observers believe that
likes to slow down, waiting for other trained. Photographers have been per- he and the agency have always worked
horses to catch up with him before pull- mitted to take pictures of the parapher- together. He is, after all, the protege of
ing away to win. When he did this in the nalia of spying including dead-letter- Yuri Andropov, who after his long years
Florida Derby, Strike the Gold didn't boxes for leaving secret messages, sur- in the KGB, briefly succeeded Leonid
No, I do not have an economic catch up; when he did it in the Blue veillance equipment, and spectacles Brezhnev as Soviet leader. The current
interest in racing, nor do I want to. (Well, Grass, Strike the Gold roared past him. containing poison to be swallowed by head of the KGB, General Vladimir
maybe someday.) The intriguing factors Trainer Scott Schulhoffer blames him- dedicated agents who did not want to be Kryuchkov, was Mr. Andropov's closest
aide at the KGB, and Mr. Gorbachev perinstead lie in the horses themselves, their self for Fly So Free's last attempt, as he captured alive.
A press office has even been set sonally promoted him to the top job over
personalities, their victories, their un- told jockey Jose Santos to hold him back
predictabilities, and their heart. These until the stretch in an attempt to save up, and, in a move bordering on the the heads of more senior colleagues. KGB
horses are bred to run, and they do it energy if it was needed. But Fly So Free absurd, the organization last year held a representatives sit on the Soviet Union's
quite well.
wanted to run, and when finally asked, beauty contest to elect a Miss KGB. She highest policy-making bodies on domesLast year, I almost called it quits seemed to be saying "The hell with it." turned out to be a serving officer who is tic and foreign policy. In recent months,
with racing. My pick for the Derby,, Okay, I'll stop with the horse talk be- a language specialist, an expert shot and Mr. Gorbachev has drawn the KGB into
Mister Frisky, almost died of a throat cause I'm sure not many of you under- just as beautiful as the smoldering Rus- the limelight, promoting it as an organisian women that James Bond wins over zation crucial to the country's salvation.
: abscess after finishing third in the Preakstand it.
The KGB was given the role of
ness Stakes. Also, my favorite horse of
What I'm trying to say is that Fly to his side, and his bed, in films.
all time, Easy Goer, was prematurely So Free, given his recent second place
More seriously, the KGB is sup- supervising the distribution of foreign
retired to stud due to a broken sesma- finish and his independent personality, posed to have scrapped the department food aid in a move designed to show it
soid bone. His archrival, and a likeable looks to be the perfect horse to win the which snooped on and persecuted dissi- has the President's complete trust. At
horse, Sunday Silence suffered a similar Derby. Strike the Gold will be there, and dents before locking them up in the the same time, General Kryuchkov befate. Then, Criminal Type, who I had if he is, what a joy for horse racing to gulags and psychiatric prisons. But gan making increasingly belligerent and
liked until he beat Easy Goer, also was have developed another intriguingduel, ordinary Soviet citizens have viewed the . xenophobic statements in which he acretired before competing in the richest of like that of Easy Goer and Sunday Si- changes with cynicism and now believe cused the West of shipping sub-standard
races, the Breeder's Cup Classic. Then, lence or Alydar and Affirmed. There them to be a sardonic illusion choreo- and even radiation -contaminated food
there was the tragedy of Go For Wand, could be other horses at the finish, like graphed for external consumption. to the Soviet Union.
who died in an attempt to defeat the Best Pal or Olympic or another intrigu- Several senior KGB officers have risked
The general reverted to prechampion older filly, Bayakoa, in the ing bet, Hansel, winner of the Jim Beam retribution by warning that there has
perestroika
language to lambast WestBreeders' Cup Distaff, And if thatwasn't Stakes.
And Alydavid's win. in been little change.
ern
intelligence
agencies, which he said
depressing enough, two other horses Saturday's Derby Trail could make him
Former KGB general Oleg were trying to sabotage the country. He
died, and my pick for the Classic, the a possibility to win the Derby. (He's
Kalugin, now a pro-democracy member also issued dark warnings against naunpredictable, yet intriguing Rhythm, Easy Goer's half-brother.) But none of
of Parliament, was stripped of his rank tionalist groups campaigning for indelost to Unbridled. I wasn't pleased. In them have equaled the past history of
and pension by President Gorbachev pendence in the Baltics, as well as in
fact, the only thing that gave me some Fly So Free. And with Dinard, Cahill
after revealing that the anti-dissident Moldavia, Georgia, Armenia and the
sort of solace that day and that year, Road, and Meadow Star out, this could
department had not closed down and Ukraine.
were the victories of Fly So Free and be my year to pick the Derby winner.
was ready to return to its midnight knockDuring these past months, MrMeadow Star in their respective two year And that dubious honor goes to Fly So
at-the-door traditions.
old colt and filly races. They lit up my Free; come on, baby, you've got to win.
Gorbachev has granted the KGB still more
Whether Mr. Gorbachev really powers, supposedly designed to comba
intended to change the nature and black marketeering and racketeering.
powers of the KGB is uncertain. Whether
Pro-democracy activists are
he could have managed it is unlikely.
convinced that worse will follow. They
The KGB has, in its previous incarnations, the Cheka and the NKVD, always believe the moves are the precursor to
been the guardian of Communist Party some sort of presidential dictatorship
propped up by the military and by * e
power.
cutting edge of the Bolshevik power—
The KGB has tens of thousands
the KGB. •
of uniformed soldiers who guard borHey, you avid readers of the Tripod. Do you remember last year when I
wrote that oh-so not normal article about
who I thought would win the Kentucky
Derby? Well, I was criticized for that
move, as many considered it to be unorthodox, unnecessary, and downright
weird to be placed in the World and
Nation section of a school newspaper.
Too bad, because I'm going to do itagain.
As Madonna would say, grabbing her
crotch, "Get a f
sense of humor, man.
Lighten up" (Blond Ambition Tour,
summer 1990).
The Derby is May 4, and I see no
reason why I should not enlighten the
Trinity campus on the national issue of
who's going to win. So we're off to the
races, void of political discourse, void of
political intrigue, and void of political
boredom.
I have to admit that 1 love the sport
of horse racing. It's a new found interest,
really, as I only became obsessed within
the last two years. Some might find this
hard to believe, but I do have an obsessive personality; horse racing is but one
manifestation of it. The first section I
turn to when I get any paper is the Sports
section, just to see if I can get any new
information on the horse racing establishment. (The New York Times does the
best job that I've seen in a major paper;
but if you want real coverage, buy the
Daily Racing Form). And I've even been
known to stay up until 2 a.m. to watch
the Budweiser Thoroughbred Digest on
ESPN because I was too excited to tape it
and watch it the next morning.
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WORLD AND NATION
Trinity Addresses Question of Homophobia
RV MATT
M ATT n
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D I BY
DRINKWATER
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plained, "The likelihood that one would
act on one's sexual orientation is sometimes determined by social environment." Another penned, "[W]hat I am
sure of is that homosexuals do not choose
theirsexuality and should not be treated
like they do." One person, though,

foul faggots might be looking at me."
Another stated, "[T]here is something
not quite right about these people." For
others, the fear of stigmatization loomed
large. However, one woman recalled
past experience: "I was sexually harassed
by a lesbian."

automatically they will force the child
to be like them."
When prompted for additonal
With the arrival of Bisexual,
comments, students were alt to willing
Gay, Lesbian, Awareness Days, the
to comply. Campus-related statements
World and Nation staff decided to create
included, "The homophobia on this
a poll assessing the opinions of students
campus... is shocking given that this is
on
campus
an instituconcerning istion of
sues related to
The following are the questions for the seventh World and Nation poll. Of the 700
learning,"
sexual orienta': "it
is
tion, On Wedsurveys distributed to campus mailboxes, 172 were completed and returned by students.
(about
nesday, April
1) Are you male or female? Male: 45% Female: 55%
i time Trin24, 700 polls
ity conwere ranfronted its
domly distrib2)
Given
your
own
definition
of
what
sexual
preference
means,
do
you
consider
homouted to mailphobia,"
yourself homosexual? Men: 0% Women: 1%
boxes; the staff
and,
"I
received 95
bisexual? Men:,1% Women: 3%
d o n ' t
questionnaires
think the
heterosexual? Men: 99% Women: 96%
from women,
issue of
77 from men,
h o m oor roughly 10%
phobia is
3)
Have
you
ever
had
a
homsexual
experience?
of the populadealt with
tion currently
Men:.Yes: 6% No: 94%
at all on
at Trinity.
this camWomen: Yes: 13% No: 87%
pus. It is a
disgrace!"
quick glance at
More
genthe results in4) Do you think that homosexuality is immoral?
eral statedicates that
Men: Yes: 29% No: 55% Und: 16%
in e n t s
Trinity is much
concerndifferent from
Women: Yes: 9% No: 82% Und: 9%
ing homothe rest of the
sexuality
U.S. populawere not
tion in term's of
5) Do you think homosexuality/ bisexuality is determined by
| as supporreported
Biological traits: Men: 9% Women: 10% .
•
tive: "God
homosexual
condemns
experience. On
Social Environment: Men: 16% Women: 12%
all homoquestion 3, 6%.
Combination of both: Men: 57% Women; 48%
sexuals
'•of • tnerV1 and
Lajjd.
bi13% of women
Undecided: Men: 18% Women: 30%
. ,
sexuals to
revealed that
eternal
they had had at
damnaleast one sex6) Would you feel uncomfortable, regardless of your own sexual preference, attendtion unual experience
ing an event sponsored by the Gay/ Lesbian/ BisexualAlliance?
less they
, with a member
repent
Men: Yes: 44% No: 36% Und: 20%
of the same sex,
and ask
whereas the
Women: Yes: 22% No: 55% Und: 23%
for foraverage lies
j giveness,"
anywhere
'•Homofrom 30% to
7) Do you think that homosexuals should be given parental rights equal to that of
sexuality
40% of the
is unnatuheterosexuals in regards to adoption a n d / o r custody?
population has
ral and soparticipated in
Men: Yes: 23% No: 52% Und: 25%
c i e t a 11 y
such forms of
unacceptWomen: Yes: 56% No: 26% Und: 18%
sexual activity.
able,"
However, only
a n d ,
one person deIssues surrounding custody and "Homosexuality isa seriousbehavioral
clared herself as a homosexual in re- thought the question was irrelevant:
adoption
are controversial enough, but disorder." Others, though, seemed to
"Who
cares?
It's
there.
No
need
to
sponse to question 2, while only four
men and women stated that they consid- 'cure' it. Why does it have to be a adding the fact that a parent is homosex- have no problem with the issue: "It is
ered themselves bisexual, indicating that 'problem?'" A bisexual woman, who ual truly divides people. Once again, sex time tha t we embrace homosexual love
we are very different from the nation felt that social environment contributes differences werestrong.Thedistributions because gays and lesbians are killed all
average (approximately 10% of the to preference, stated simply, "Trinity were, in fact, nearly perfectly reversed over the world for loving same-sex
(23% of males and 56% of females fa- partners," and, "Homosexuality is
population being homosexual) or that men frighten me."
Because they were specifically vored homosexual parentalrights;52% immoral by the definition of 'morals/
people refuse to admit their sexual oriasked for, question six drew by far the of males and 26% of females opposed), which are the rules of organized religentation.
most comments. Again, gender differ- which explains the close overall figures. ion. Homosexuality is not unethical
Question 4 yielded sharply ences were clear: 44% of males reported Comments for this final question were: (rules of individual behavior)." We
dissimilar answers between the men and that they would feel uncomfortable at "What is important is the child's happi- World and Nation staff members hope
women. While only 9% of women af- an event sponsored by the Gay/ Les- ness, welfare, and emotional well-being, that the issue of campus homophobia
firmed that they thought homosexuality bian/ Bisexual Alliance, yet less than not the parent's sexual preference," "I continues to be addressed.
was immoral, a whopping 29% of men one-quarter of the females responded have trouble with
felt that it was morally wrong. Com- likewise. Reasons why people would this concept .
ments written for this question included, not feel uncomfortable were: "Gays are
because I
"[Homosexuality is] no more [immoral] normal humans. They aren't sex-starved believe children
than some of the other weird things that perverts," "I have friends and know of need the influence
go on," and, "I don't have a problem if people who are-gay and I don't feel of a male and feparent,"
they aren't pushy." Another student uncomfortable around them," "Hey, male
was less accepting, "All fags should we're all people and we need to learn "With all the odd
respect the rights of Christian, normal, from the experience of others," and, "I or screwed^up pacitizens and shoot themselves."
feel secure enough in my own sexual rental arrangeThe fifth question, which asked preference not to care wha tothers might ments, how -are
students what they believed to be the think." The sentiment that "gays are homosexual uncauses of homosexuality, led most to human beings" seemed to be echoed.by ions' any. less aprespond that a combination of biological many others.,,1 On the other hand, the propriate?" and,
and social factors determined one's sex- . .justifications listed why someone would "It should never be
24 Hour Hotline
ual orientation. Far more women were feel uncomfortable were.leSjS than flat- allowed that they
have
parental
undecided when/iaced with this query teringforhomosexuals. One'manwrote,
rights because
(30% vs 18% for men). A student ex- "I couldn't [feel-comfprtabje] knowing
World mid Nation Writer
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A Wail of a Time
continued from page 1

LISA DENNY

._ Saturday's audience was mostly parents." Those who did
attend were impressed with the performance, Karen Lukchis,
"Still Life pointed out a lot of important parts of the war that
usually aren't mentioned. It emphasized how the Marines bred
survival-through violence, and how that violence was brought
home from the war."
Saturday's Fun Fair was a particular pleaser, and all involved were convinced that the day had been a complete
success. "Everyone seemed to be having a great time. All I saw
was a sea of smiles," recalled one student as they left the event.
Many groups organized events and activities for the community, and the Fair was packed with happy children and students.
Early Saturday night, the Trinity Pipes Thirty First Annual
Buttondown Concert showcased that group's considerable talent and skill. Held in Hamlin Hall, the concert played to a full
house and was well-received. Many were pleasantly surprised
with the group's energetic enthusiasm, as well as their snappy
'Ultras. "I know funny, and these were funny," said one pleased

USAI^NNY
USA DENNY
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USA DENNY

attendee. Next year's director, Allen Katz '93, pointed out that, "It was
a top notch year topped by a top notch concert."
Sunday's bands on the LSC quad were the most popular event,
starting after one in the afternoon with Jonathan Edwards. Many students were unfamiliar with Edwards, but that did not stop them for
enjoying his performance. "We love this guy, he's fun," reported a group
of Juniors camped out near the front. Edwards comments were as
amusing as his music, and many responded to his good natured ribbing.
As he pointed out, "It looks mighty nice out there, a little like a J. Crew
catalog, but we can make do."
The Wailers followed Edwards, and were well received as well. ,
"Where's Marley?" was the rallying cry of several blankets full of
listeners, who felt like the Wailers needed more, "focus, direction, yeah,
more direction." Several Freshman all agreed that Jeff Healy was a strong
choice to end the day, commenting that "Healy is just too cool." Responding to the rumors about originally scheduled performers, many
asked, "Where's Arlo Guthrie?" but all seemed satisfied and pleased
with the day's lineup.
The weekend provided a welcome rest for.all, whether it was much
needed or not. Some on the LSC quad were there because it was the thing
to do, "I've been drunk since Wednesday, and I feel great," while others
felt like they had no choice. "I live in the Quiet Dorm, and I can't study
because it's vibrating," complained one Sophomore, who also felt that,
"it's subsidized alcoholism, and this school doesn't need any help in that.
I'm tired of it."
The same student's roommate disgreed, saying that, "The whole
weekend is a wonderful relief from academic pressures of the year."
When questioned about the weekend's biggest fault, the student said,
"Two things. One: this weekend breeds writer's block. And two: too
many polka dotted dresses, just too many."

LISA DENNY

CYNTHIA KRON

LISA DENNY
LISA DENNY
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j^it Arthur Feirtsod Discusses
Forthcoming Production, The Lost City of Cibola
partment, the choreographer) and Blu
(lighting designer) and we developed
this over the past year.

U BY CHRIS WELLER

Arts Writer
The Tripod recently talked with
Professor Arthur Feinsod of the Theater/Dance Department about the upcoming play Tlte Lost City of Cibola
which he wrote and is directing. The
play deals with an archaeological expedition in Zuni, New Mexico, home of the
Zuni tribe. It will be performed by the
members of the Ensemble Performance
class.
T: Where did this play begin? >
AF:
I was writing a book
called Simple Stage, and was finishing a
section on Jacques Kapeau, who once
directed a noh play called Kanton. In the
play, a man seeks out a wise man to learn
from. Instead, he finds a magic pillow
which makes him dream about his future. Since he dreams about everything
the teacher would have taught him, he
returns home arid becomes a politician.
The very next day, Tread an article in the
Albuquerque Journal about Cibola, the
legendary city of gold that Coronacjo
was searching for. Slowly the two ideas
started to mesh and so I began writing
this play, I talked about it with David
Chalfant (class of '90> 'wM Wrote the
music) Judy (Dworin, of the dance de-

T: How
is working
on
Cibola different than the usual working"
situation?

AF:
Well, first of all, do just that. My Zuni tribe is my own
Dances With Wolves dealt with Native version of Zuni. 1 sent a copy of an early
Americans and Whites in a very black drnf t to a Zuni painter I know who looked
and white way. All of the soldiers are the it over and offered suggestions. The
same, except for Kevin Costner. Cibola Zunis were very positive about the projis about how a well intentioned white ect and eager to help. And Judy's choreman does damage to the Zuni culture ography Hoes the same thing [sic.]. She's
just by studying, it. The Zuni have a done a wonderful job of capturing the
special sense of cultural privacy and we spirit of Zuni dances without copying
have a need to document all cultures. their dances.
. The Zunirecently stopped allowing nonnative Americans to their more sacred
The Lost City of Cibola will be
dances, and have stopped publicizing performed Thursday, May 2 through
the dates of dances altogether. You have Sunday, May 5 at 8:00 pm in Garmany
to wander into town on the right day to Hall, Austin Arts Center. Saturday, May
see one. There's this feeling, which is 4 there will be a 2:00 matinee. This is a
rare among native tribes here that the Performance Pass event. To the cast,
culture should be kept among the na- crew, production staff and playwright:
tives.
Break a leg! •

AF:
Much of the play was
written over winter break, after the show
was cast, and much of it rewritten over
open period. Since they [the actors and
actresses] are all in Judy's Ensemble
Performance class, I know who I'm
working with and what sort of energies
each of the actors has. We're lucky in
that we have a very fine group of actors
at Trinity right now, and the class puts
them at my fingertips. It means more
flexibility as well, both on my part and
theirs. Another advantage is that I can
T: Which means, in a way, that
get input from any number of sources— you had to invade their culture in order
I've made it clear from the start that I to write about it, right?
wanted input from everyone, especially
the actors. I often.find that a piece of
AF:
That was an impordialogue just doesn't seem right through tant issue and I agonized over it conthem. I'm constantly doing rewrites as stantly. What! wanted to do was to stick
opening night approaches, and they've to the spirit of the Zunis without revealbeen wonderfully patient.
'' ing their' culture to the world. Beckett
had "the challenge of expressing boreT: The film Dances With Wolves dom in Waiting for Godot without boring
has been very popular. Cibola, also the audience—I wanted to write a story
, addresses Native Americanissues. What ' about cultural invasion without actually
•is your play's angle and how do you' invading the culture. So I purposely
think it differs from the film's? , ,
changed many details and geography to

Christopher Row
To reserve tickets for performances,
call the Box office at the Austin Arts Center: 297-2199
Wednesday, May 1 through May 15 - Exhibition
Annual Studio Arts Exhibition. Featuring student
paintings, prints, drawings and sculpture. An opening
reception will be held Thursday May 2, from 5-7pm.
Widener Gallery, Austin Arts Center.
Thursday, May 2 through May 5 - Play
The Premiere Production of the Department of
Theater and Dance: Arthur Feinsod's new play, The Lost
City of Cibola.
Garmany Hall, Austin Arts Center. All performances at
8:Q0pm. There will also be a Saturdy Matinee at 2:00pm.
Call Box Office now for reservations, seating is limited.
This is a Performance Pass-Event.

Friday, May 3-Organ Recital
Christopher Row.
Chapel, 8:15 pm.
Through May 15-Exhibition
•..'••',From Napoleon to Petrie: The.Development of
Egyptology in the 19th Century. :
<
Watkinson Library. Free, Admission,. .
Through September 30-Exhibition
•
""Bird Study and hook Illustration, 1476-1793."

'LibF4^i^V

Will be holding
his senior organ
recital in the
chapel this Friday
evening
at
8:15pm.

The Annual Studio Arts
E^hibitio^
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In A Unique Style Of
Presentation, Still Life
Explores Afterlife of
Vietnam War.
• BY JENNIE BAKER
Contributing Writer

Spring Weekend: Beer, bands and
a play on the afterlife of the Vietnam
War. All were found this past weekend
on Trinity's campus.
Still Life, by Emily Mann was
performed April 26 & 27 in the Goodwin
Theater of Austin Arts Center. Performed by the Advanced Acting class
with direction by professor Joshua Karter, this was both a unique and stirring
production. The playwright's note,
found in the program, states that the
play is about the interviews she had with
the people she met in Minnesota during
the summer of 1078. There are three
characters: Mark, a Vietnam veteran,
Cheryl, his wife, and Nadine, Marks
friend. The play is in the style of a
documentary with no verbal interaction.
Throughout the play we learn
of Mark's situation in Vietnam, the loss
of his friend and the brutal, cold blooded
murder which he committed when he
killed at point-blank a man, his wife, and
their three children. We also learn of the
ordeal he faced returning to America,
and the life he now leads.
The other character's lives and
feelings are also expressed. Cheryl is
trying to give her son a decent life, while
attempting not to loose her own sanity.
Nadine speaks of her ex-husband, giving birth, being a mother and her relationship with Mark.
. With the potential to be an extremely boring production (because of
no communication between the characters, and only two weeks for rehearsal),
Josh Karter was able to bring this problematic script alive with energy and direction. His choice to have small episodes of interaction greatly enhanced

the dialogue. He also chose to have all
the actors on stage for the full duration of
the production with their backs turned
-to the audience when they were not
speaking. This choice helped with pacing which was still, at times, slow.
The character of Nadine, which
has the possibility of being dry from lack
of quality dialogue, was fresh and exciting for the three women who portrayed
her. Christine Klotz '92, Angela L. Grano
'93, and Kate Cadette '93, all had exceptionally strong performances. The character of Cheryl, played by Kathleen M.
Powers '92, Gretchen Elizabeth Mihaly
'93, and Anna Menendez '92, however
did not seem as developed. Anna Menendez did find some humorous and
intense moments in this character. Sean
Maloney '92, John Socas '93, and Penner
'91, all gave diverse interpretations of
the character Mark. Each interpretation
was valid, yet because of the range in
interpretation, the character was at times
hard to follow and believable.
The play took place on the
apron of the stage with a red curtain
pulled behind. Three distinct areas were
laid out: A kitchen table with a bowl of
overflowing popcorn and three chairs
for Cheryl; A center table with a slide
projector and screen for Mark; three
small circular tables with chairs on stage
left for the Nadines. The stage setting
worked well. The directorial decision
for the house lights to be on provided an
environment that was intimate, allowing the actors and the audience to make
a real connection.
This end-of-the-semester project was exceptional in its ability to take
many actors with various ranges of acting ability, a short amount of time, and a
challenging script to produce a collaborative work that was honest and sincere.

ARTS Quiz:

TheaterWorks
Presents
Double Bill
Which Includes
Edward Albee's
The Zoo Story
As the first half of a double bill,
TheaterWorks will present the world
premiere of the one-act play by Keith
Curran, SideKick. The new play will be
followed by TheaterWorks' previously
announced production of the Edward
Albee classic, The Zoo Story. The Plays
will be presented together May 3rd
through June 2nd at the Bronson &
Hutensky Theater in downtown Hartford.
Sidekick, a short one-act, concerns Louis, one half of a pair of Siamese
twins. His "other half" and alter ego,
Cliff, has passed on and Louis has been
forced to make a number of major adjustments, some humorous, others rather
poignant, to compensate for the loss of
his brother. Sidekick will star Stewart
Clarke who appeared as the gay roommate Larry in TheaterWorks' recent
production of Burn This.
Edward Albee's The Zoo Story
tells a timeless tale of one man's search
for meaning in an urban jungle. Jerry, a
transient philosopher, chooses a bench
in Central Park as the setting for a showdown with mild-mannered Peter, a
family man who goes to the park to relax
and read. Peter's afternoon turns into a
day he will never forget as Jerry's cajoling and humor escalates into a turf war
for the park bench that provokes Peter to
the point of no return. Albee's stunning
drama both entertains and terrifies as it
examines thesurprisingrelationship that
evolves between the characters. TheaterWorks' production of Tfte Zoo'Story

1OM NHIS

Tom Nelis plays Peter in TheaterWorks'
production of Edward Albee's classic
one-act, The Zoo Story.

features Mick Weber as Jerry and Tom
Nelis as Peter. Both Sidekick and The
Zoo Story are directed by Rorie Fitzsimons.
TheaterWorks' production of
Sidekick and The Zoo Story runs May 3
through June 2,1991, at the Bronson &
Hutensky Theater- 233 Pearl Street in
downtown Hartford. Performances are
Wednesdays through Saturdays at 8 pm
and Sundays at 2:30 pm. General admission tickets for all performances are $10;
college students and senior citizens are
$8. For tickets call TheaterWorks at 5277838.M

Resources

Hartford Art Scene
Wadsworth Atheneum
Through June 16: Renaissance to Roccco
A new installation of highlights of the Renaissance, baroque and rococo periods which brings a different focus to the "creme de la creme" of the museum's
European collection.

For a Cave Cheeseburgers with a large order of fries and a large beverage:
The man on the left in this picture is a sculptor,,who is he? His name has
appeared in the Arts section of theTripod this semester. All Trinity students are
•eligible to win except Studio Arts majors, Art History majors, Tripod staff
members, and intimates of the Arts Editor. Sorry! When you think you have
the answer call ex. 3263 and leave a message.
For a small coffee: what arethey saying?... reply to box 382.( Anyone can
enter this one.)

Through July 14:"The Legend of John Brown by Jacob
Lawrence"
Prints by painter Jacob Lawrence depicting scenes
from the life of the pre-Civil War anti slavery activist John
Brown. This new addition to the Atheneum's collection will
be on view in a third floor American art gallery.

4 -

;

Bronson & Hutensky Theater
May 3 through June 2: Sidekick and The Zoo Story
World premiere of Keith Gurran's one-act play, Side
kick coupled with the performance of Edward Albee's The
Zoo Story. The Theater is on 233 Pearl Street in Hartford.
Tickets are $10; $8 for college students. Call 527-7838 for
tickets and more information.
See Article.
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Why Ask
•

BY NANCY SWEENEY
Features Eililor

(WARNING: This article is completely random and may leave you feeling wholly unsettled and confused.)
Well everybody, its official. I
underwent my yearly nervous breakdown last' Saturday.
Unlike last
semester's breakdown (the one where I
freaked while picking classes and decided I was going to be a scientist and
save the enviornment), this one dealt
with a great many hours of work vanishing from my disk in a not-so-great number of seconds.
Because I am the world's greatest
procrastinator, I also had a bunch of
other stuff due, too. But I won't tell you
what it was. The reason I won't tell you
is because homework listing is one of my
biggest pet peeves. Ever find yourself
sitting in the cave when some mentally
frazzled student will join your table of
friends in order to engage in a few minutes of relazing conversation? But instead of enjoying a much-needed study
break, the stress-case has to ruin
everyone's fun by blurting out, "I have a
fifteen page paper due in fifteen minutes
which I .haven't started yet because I
have a five pager due right now!"
To these people I say, "I could care
less aboutyour homework woes because
you could have done it earlier. Secondly, if s not like the rest of us don't
have homework of our own to do. Why
do you think we're at college? To play
scrabble?"
.
' "^ "
"
To the rest of the campus I suggest, "Avoid these stressers at all costs.
They will try to emotionally manipulate
you into entering an evil cycle consisting
of compulsively worrying about homework and systematically losing your
friends,"
Back to my story. I freaked, and I
freaked hard. I: freaked out so badly that
I broke my golden rule and started to
furiously babble out all of my upcomin

homework assaignments to my friends. edge (and because when I was little 1 want to go deep sea diving near a sunken
Ok, ok! I'll admit it! I even told a few thought that three mile island was Cuba) ship and find a skeleton. 1 want to talk
strangers! People would walk by and I convince myself that 1 must travel the with really smart nrcheologists and hear
politely ask, "How are you?" And in- globe and experience as much as pos- tales of ancient - but newly unearthed relics. 1 want to talk to someone - anyone
stead of replying with, "Fine, thank-you," sible before I die.
I'd actually answer them! Scary, no?
I want to go to Antartica, the - in Asia and find out why Tnoists can't
To these people I apologize. To Yucatan Peninsula, and Paris. 1 want to call themselves Taoists.
Sigh. I want to do it all and to do
the fortunate few who did not cross my parachute, parasail, skydive, bungeeit all requires lots of money. And the
path during those fun-filled 48 hours, do jump, and surf waves off the coast of
not worry. I am through stressing and Australia, i want to party with bellie only way of making any money (save
will not, I repeat, NOT tell you abou t any dancers in Greece.. I want to roam with striking it big in Hollywood or winning
the lottery) is to get a good job. And the
type of upcoming assaignments, final a pack of nomadic gypsies.
papers, or cumulative exams.
I want to sit in a roadside diner only way to get n good job is to have a
What I will tell you about is the somewhere in the middle of nowhere college degree. And the only way of
weird thought processes one undergoes and yet still be smack-dab in the middle obtaining a college degree is by turning
while coming off of a major stress ses- of the USA. I want to eat at the same most of your homework in most of the
sion. (I figured this would be an espe- restaraunts where FBI agents eat and time.
Double sigh. I guess I should get
cially good article topic considering I hear what they talk about in their spare
had.just researched it.)
time. I want to dogsled across the Tun- back to work."
Your mind begins to speak to you, dra. I want to hike across India with a
By this stage of the game you are
and it sounds kind of like this, "Whoa." guide who doesn't speak English.
done stressing. But now you are utterly
It continues to sound like this for a
I want to live in New York City and hopelessly depressed. You begin to
number of hours. •
and learn how to barter with sleazy s treet think to yourself, "Why? Why? Why am
Then, you suddenly realize that vendors for stolen Rolex watches. I want I depressed?"
you are sitting in front of a television set, to know that the watch I just bartered for
Suddenly from the T.V. comes a
watching some really cheezy movie was a Rolex and not a Rollex.
commercial stating, "Why ask Why?
(which is definately more than half over),
I want to see a volcano erupting. I Drink Bud Dry." You decide that this is
and you have no idea what it is about or want to swim with wild dophins in the the best thing you've heard all day and
how long you have been in couch potato middle of the Pacific (Ok, I'd settle for you bolt down to the View.
formation.
Finally, everything is back in order.
swimming with Shamu in a tank). I
So you ask your mind, or your
mind asks your mind, or your mind asks
its mind, or your mind asks itself, or nevermind, So you start to think, "Wasn't I supposed to be doing homework? What
on'earth am I doing here? I can't believe
' I let something as insignificant as homework stress me out. That's pathetic.
Maybe Ijustneeded to chill. Tvfaybeljust*
BY DAVE BARRY
needed to recharge.
Maybe I really don't need to reLAST WEEK I WITNESSED a chilling example of what U.S. Secretary of Educacharge and what I need to do is get the tion Arthur A. Tuberman was referring to in a recent speech when he said that, in
hell out of here and do something.
terms of basic mathematics skills, the United States has become, and I quote, "a
Like travel to Tibet and learn Ti- nation of math stupids."
betian secrets, because frankly, I don't
This incident occurred when my son and I were standing in line at Toys "R"
know where Tibet is or if there is any- Us/which is what we do for father-son bonding because it involved less screaming
thing to be secretive about in Tibet. I than Little League. Our immediate gola was to purchase an item that my son relly
don't even know if Tibetian is a word. needed, called the Intruder Alert. This is a bettery-operated Surveillance Device that
(Tibetiac? Tibetionite? See! I just don't can be placed at strategic locations around the house; it makes an irritating electronic
contin tied on fallowing page
know!) Ar\d because I lack this knowl-

Are We "A Nation
Of Math Stupids?"

THE JESTER HAS LEFT THE COURT
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A Nation Of Math Stupids? Not Us...
shriek when you, the intruder, walk past.
This important technological breakthrough enables the child to get on your
nerves even when he is not home.
The woman ahead of us wanted to
buy four Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtle
drinks, which come in those little cardboard drink boxes that adults canot
operate without dribblingon themselves,
but which small children and instinctively transform inot either drinking
containers or squirt guns. The Toys "R"
Us price was three drinks for 99 cents,
but the woman wanted to buy FOUR
drinks. So the mathematical problem
was: HOw much should the cashier
charge for the fourth box?
Talk about your brain teasers! The
cashier tried staring intently at the fourth
box for a while, as if maybe one of teh
Ninja Turtles would suddenly blurt out
the answer, but THATdidn't work. Then
she got on the horn and talked to somebody in Management "R" Us, but THAT
didn't know the answer, either. So the
cashier made another phone call, and
then another. By now I assumed she was
talking to somebody in the highest echelon of the vast Toys "R" Us empire, some

wealthy toy executive out on his giant
yacht, which is powered by 176,485 "D"
cell batteries (not included).
Finally the cashier got the word:
The fourth box should cost — I am not
making this up — 29 cents.
This is of course ridiculous. As
anyone with a basic grasp of matematics
can tell you, if THREE drinks cost 99
cents, then a FOURTH drink would cost,
let's see, four boxes, divided by 99 cents,
carry your six over here and put it on the
dividend, and your answer is ... OK,
your answer is definitely NOT 29 cents.
And this is not an isolated incident of America's matematical boneheadism. In a recent study done by the
American Association of Recent Studies, 74 percent of U. S. high-school students — nearly half — were unable to
solve the following problem:
"While traveling to their highschool graduation cermony, Bill and Bob
decide to fill their undershorts ' -th
Cheez Whiz. If Bill wears a size 32 brief
and Bob wears a 40, and cheez Whiz
comes in an eith-ounce jar, how many
times do you think these boys will bave
to repeat their senior year?"
Here is the ironic thing: America

produces "smart" bombs, while Europe
and Japan do not; yet our young people
don't know the answers to test questions
that are child's play for European and
Japanese students. What sould be done
about this? The American Council of
Mathematicians, after a lengthy study of
this problem, recently proposed the following solution: "We tell Europe and
Japan to give us the test answers, and if
they don't, we drop the bombs on them."
Ha ha! Those matematicians! Still
bitter about not having p< ,-ai dates!
Seriously, though, this nation is a far cry
from the America of the 1950' s, when I
was a student and we were No. 1 in math
and science, constantly astounding the
world with technical innovations such
ascolor tele vision, crunchy peanut butter
and Sputnik, What was our secret? How
did we learn so much?
The answer is that, back then, math
was taught by what professional educators refer to as: The Noogie Method. At
least this was the method used by Mr.
O'Regan, a large man who taught me the
times tables. Mr. O'Regan would stand
directly behind you and yell: "NINE
TIMES SEVEN!" And if you didn't state
the answer immediately, Mr. O'Regan

would give you a noogie. You can easily
identify us former O'Regan students,
becuase we have dents in ouriSculls
large enough for chipmunks to nest in.
Some of us also have facial tics: These
were caused by algebra, which was
taught by Mr. Schofield, using the
Thrown Blackboard Eraser Method. But
the point is that these systems worked:
To this day, I can instantly remember
that nine times seven is around 50.
It's good that I remember my math
training, because I can help my son with
his homework. He'll be sitting at the
kitchen table, slaving over one of those
horrible pages full of long-division problems, having trouble, and I'll say: "You
know, Robert, this may seem difficult
and boring now, but you're learning a
skill that you'll probably never use
again." If more parents would take the
time to show this kind of concern, we
Americans would "stand tall" again,
instead of being a lazy, sloppy nation
where — prepare to be shocked — some
newspaper columnists, rather than doing
research, will simp ly make up the name
of the secretary of education. H
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When people talk about professional sports becoming a "big business" they are usually referring to the
salaries of athletes and owners; what
they tend to overlook is that the real
big business of sports is in the media.
Nearly every newspaper in the country has a sports section that runs daily.
Subjects such as education, arts and
science get covered weekly in most
major newspapers, and in smaller ones
they get even less ink.
Being a devotee of sports, I am
not complaining in the least, but it is
interesting to note the amount of
media coverage that sports receive. In
New York there are five cable networks that are in existence for the sole
purpose of covering local teams. In
addition, every weekend N.B.C.,
A.B.C. and C.B.S. spend at least 10
hours each on sports programming.
No fan needs to feel left out of this
orgy of sports. A partial list of sports
that can be seen with some regularity
on television reads: Baseball, College
baseball, ditto for basketball and football (plus the World League of American Football, hockey, tennis, soccer,
golf, bowling, auto racing and Australian rules football. All you need is
a cable hookup and a remote control
and you're set for life.
But television is not the only
media medium to engage in gluttonous behavior in dealing with sports
programming; radio, print and even
A.T.&T. do there fair share to inundate us with "All we ever wanted to
know about sports, but never got a
chance to ask because it was shoved
down our throats too quickly.". The
prime culprit in the proliferation of
sports informationis USA Today. With
a national circulation of a few million
people per day; the "McPaper" serves
primarily as a way for sports fans to
catch up on the latest sports news
from all over the country. If you don't
believe that most people read USA
Today for the sports section, watch
people in the cave when they buy the
paper. I'd be willing to wager a few
bucks that most of the readers go
straight to the red-colored sports section. With no real hometown biases,
USAToday gives a sports fanatic what
they really want: information and
numbers.

BY PETER
FRIEDMAN

This paper has gotten good
enough at covering sports that it has
spawned a weekly baseball newsmagazine. (Which is also on sale in the
Cave.) For lovers of sports, the Hartford Courant and Boston Globe can be
picked up in the bookstore. The Courant and Globe put a different spin on
sports coverage than other papers, they
have excellent reporting on high school
sports. Each paper dedicates two to
four pages a day on area events. The
downside of giving such extensive
coverage to high school sports (because its not just newspapers that give
coverage to high school sports, cable
television has turned it into a cash
cow) could be another column in and
of itself. Suffice to say that it turns
what should be relaxed games into
potential pressure cookers.
For thoseof you out there whose
appetites haven't been satiated there
is the National, although as each day
goes by it seems less and less likely
that the paper will stay in circulation.
The paper combines the quality writing of a top flight paper with the information of USA Today, but as the old
saying goes, too much of a good thing
will kill you. The paper will likely go
bankrupt within a few months due to
a lack of advertising.
In addition to the abundance of
sports literature, there is also a plethora of information phone numbers that
one can call to receive up to da te scores
and highlights. If you're too cheap to
pay the price of a call you can always
listen to WFAN 660 New York, which
is an all sports radio station, that does
quite well in terms of audience size.
The definitive statement on just
how far this whole syndrome has gone
was when the New York Times decided
that it would expand its sports section.
The reason for this can be found at the
bottom of an accounting ledger: more
sports pages equal more copies bought.
This is the paper that is considered the
best and most well written newspaper
in the entire world. It's as if the Metropolitan Opera House were-to add a
rap show to its bill in order to sell
tickets. If anyone needed any further
proof that sports gets an obscene
amount of attention in our nation's
media, that is the clincher.

Tim Prognosticates On
the Basketball Playoffs
•

BY TIM RICHMAN
Asst. Sports Editor

The NBA season has been going
on for what seems like forever, but the
fun has only just begun. The NBA Playoffs are here. And with them, NBA Playoff predicting is here. So, like a whole
bunch of other equally unqualified
people, I am going to take my best shot
and predict exactly what is going to
happen in the next few weeks.
I'll start in the Eastern Conference where the Chicago Bulls are playing
the New York Knicks. No contest. Bulls
in three. Boston is the second seed in the
East and they are playing Indiana. Reggie Miller is going to have a great series
for Indiana and Bird's back may hinder
Boston's efforts, but Boston will prevail
in five.
Detroit is playing host to Atlanta, and hoping to three-peat as NBA
Champions. Like San Francisco 49ers
and the L.A. Lakers before them, the
Pistons will find it difficult to win that
third title. In fact, their quest is going to
falter a bit in Round One, but they will
escape in five games. Milwaukee and
Philadelphia are the final first round
matchup. Philadelphia has had some
recent troubles, but are going to pull a
minor upset and defeat Milwaukee in
four.
Over in the West, there are some
intriguing first round matchups. Seattle
and Portland is not one of them. Portland in three. San Antonio and Golden
State is pretty exciting, if only to see RunTMC play in Mr, Robinson's neighborhood. But the superior supporting act of
the Spurs will lead them to a victory in
four games.
The Lakers are hosting Houston, and both teams won over fifty games
•this year. The Lakers may be the sentimental favorites in the west, if only to see
Magic play Bird one more time. That
drive will propel them into the second
round at least, but it will take five tough
games. Phoenix and Utah present the
most exciting matchup, featuring two
high-powered teams with high-powered
players. AH games will be close, but
Phoenix, with the home-court advantage,
will prevail in five.
In the second round, teams now
play a best-of-seven series. Portland will
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run into Phoenix and proceed to run
them over. Phoenix will be tired after a
tough series with Utah and their recent
spate of injuries will slow them down.
They will fall in five.
San Antonio will play the Lakers in round two. The Lakers have all the
playoff experience and the Magic man,
but the Spurs have a superstar of their
own. Robinson will lead the Spurs into
the Conference Finals, but it will take
seven intense games.
Over in the East, the Bulls and
Air Jordan will fly past the 76ers. Barkley and Co. do not have anyone to stop
Jordan and they will fall in five. Detroit
will run into Boston in the second round,
and there they will stop. Bird, McHale
and Parish all want one last chance at an
NBA crown, and this is likely it. Detroit
is simply not the team it has been over
the past two years. Boston will need six
games, but they'll play Chicago for the
Eastern Conference championships.
In that series, Boston and Bird
will not be able to fly as high as Air
Jordan. Boston's age will catch up with
them and they will not be able to withstand all that Chicago has to offer. Chicago in six.
Portland and San Antonio,
winners of their two divisions, will play
a memorable seven game series. And
since I don't want to pick favorites
throughout the playoffs, I'm predicting
a Spurs victory. The Spurs most important player will come up big in this series, and that means Rod Strickland will
atone for his errant pass of last year and
lead San Antonio to the NBA Finals.
In the Finals, the San Antonio
Spurs, underdogs but not undertalented,
will not allow Chicago to put the finishing touches on an otherwise fine season.
The Spurs will win Game One in Chicago and from then on, only home teams
will win. San Antonio will close out the
series in the HemisFair Arena by pulling
away in the second half of game six and
cruising to a seventeen point victory.
David Robinson will be Playoff MVP,
but he will credit Rod Strickland as the
spark that lead them to the promised
land.
But, while reading this, keep
in mind that last fall I predicted that the
Oakland A's would hammer the Cincinnati Reds in the World Series. Wk\d we all
know what happened there.

Statistics!
Baseball 12-7

Around Trinity Sports
In news from other sports the men's tennis teamis still
struggling, their record as of April 23 was 2-6. Jorge Rodriguez
'91 deserves commendation for the job he has done playing out
of the number two spot.
,
The women's varsity crew team continues to batter their
opposition. This traditionally fine team has performed up to its
high standards so far in 1991. In the Potomac Regatta last week
the Varsity Eight finished in fifth place in a field of eleven. They
were far and away the top small school, finishing behind such
powers as UCLA and UVA. The women also thorougly outclassed
Wesleyan and Connecticut College this past Saturday at Weslyan
University.
Women's Softball has also done well with a mark of 6-3 as of April
20. Jodi Falcigno '93 and Julie Roy '93 have been key cdntributers to
the teams success.
The men's golf team has also been uptopar this year with a 4-0
record through April 19th. Captain R. Dave Ells '91, Jay Monahan '93
and Eric McGranahan have led the way for the linksters. A highlight
for the team was a victory over Tufts and Bates by a wide margai, at the
Stowe Country Club.
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The top athlete for the week
ending April 30th is Jackie Kupa '93.
Ms. Kupa is a shot-put specialist for
the Trinity Track and Field Team. Last
Saturday she was the first place
finisher in the NESCAC
championships at Colby College in
Thurs
Waterville, Maine. With her throw of
Fri:
357.5", Ms. Kupa broke by half an
inch the school record that she had set Sat:
the previous week. She has the top
five throws in school history. When
she isn't putting, Ms. Kupa is starring
for the Women's basketball team.

Games Fom 4/30 to 5/6
W. Softball @ Mt. Holyoke 3:301
W. Lacrosse @ Springfield- 7:001
W. Softball @ S m i t h — _ — — 4 : 0 0
M. Baseball® E. Connecticut——- 7:001
M. Tennis @ Conn College——~3:30|
M. Lacrosse vs. UHartford--———3:001
M. Tennis vs. Holy Cross-———- 3:001
M. Baseball vs." C o l b y — — — — 3:001
All crew teams home race—
ll:0C
M. Baseball vs. Bates (2 games)—-3:00|
M. Tennis vs. W i l l i a m s — - — 1:001
M. Lacrosse atBowdoin
———1:001
W. Lacrosse vs. Bate-—
— ll:00|
Track Div III Championships @ Colby

College View Speciak

Support Trinity
Athletics, Go to Home
Games. Check Your
Tripod Schedule For'
Starting Times.

Come to the View for Dinner!
Pitchers of Busch are only $3 when you order
a meal between 6 p.m. and 8 p.m.
Monday Night - $3 pitchers of Milwaukee's
Best from 9 p.m. to closing.
Sunday Night - Pitchers of Milwaukee's Best
are only $3 between 9 p.m. and closing. ,

SPORTS
IF WINNING ISN'T EVERYTHING, THEN WHY KEEP SCORE?

Cragin And Hammond
Lead Lax Over Ephs
Ephmen home in ignominious defeat.
On Saturday, Trinity hosted
FTER LOSING TWO out of their the Lord Jeffs of Amherst and won
first three contests, the Trinity decisively 12-4. Impressed and exWomen's lacrosse team have cited after the game, Coach Robin
rebounded to win six of their last seven Sheppard said "I am very pleased.
games. As a result of this tear is a spar- Everything has finally come together
kling season record of 7-3. There last both on offense and defense. We are
two victories, over Williams and playing very smart and only getting
Amherst have been a study in opposites, better." The Bantam offense took
one an intense struggle, the other a cake- control of the game right from the
walk.
start, as they scored the first five
Last Wednesday, the Lady Ban- goals of the contest, as they coasted
tams hosted a tough Williams squad and to an 8-2 half time lead. Braxton
walked away victorious as Grace Cragin Jones '94 opened the barrage, with a
'93 netted the game winner at 10:54 in goal in the first two minutes of the
the second half to grab a well deserved 9- game. Grace Cragin and Sara Ham8 win.
mond then went to work, accountTrinity's first half play was steady ing for the next seven goals from the
but the Lady Ephmen tallied seven times offense.
to take a 7-4 halftime advantage. The
The defense did a top-notch
first half scoring was anchored by Grace job as well, spear-headed by Van der
Cragin's two goals and additional scores Does stopping 12 shots. In the secby Margot King '92 and co-captain ond half, co-captain Robin Cook
Sydney Brown'91.
broke into the scoring ledger as well.
Sara Hammond '93 got the Bants Ms. Cragin and Ms. Hammond both
on the right foot in the second half as she added to their scoring totals, Cragin
rifled the ball past the Williams goalten- scoring five on the game, Hammond
der only eleven seconds into action. At with four.
the22:25mark, the Williams attack fooled
The week lifted the Bantams
Trinity goalie Louise Van der Does '91 records and spirits. With only two
for the final time. For the rest of the game games left, the women must win
Ms. Van der Does shot down the Purple both of their games to land a sport in
Cows. The goal put the Ephs up by the very competitive ECAC tournathree, 8-5. Only twenty-nine seconds ment. Coach Sheppard notes "...we
later, Ms. Hammond tallied another score could have a 9-3 record and still miss
to cut the deficit to two,, and minutes a tournament bid. A couple of teams
later she racked up another goal, to make have only one loss, including Bates,
LISA DENNY
Sarah Hammond '93 jukes around an Amherst defender last
it an 8r7 game.
whom we play this week. We've Saturday. The Bants kept their playoff hopes alive with a
With the crowd roaring, the Lady been practicing the right things 12-4 thrashing of the Lord Jeffs.
Bants had the momentum going their lately, and I hope our momentum
way. Sydney Brown's second goal at the carries over into this week."
coming home to take on Bates College in to deny them a spot in the playoffs.
14:02 tied the contest at eight apiece, and
On Tuesday night the team trav- a crucial game. If the ladies can pick up
then GraceCragin's heroicssentthe Lady els to Springfield University, before two wins this week it will be very difficult
•

BY TED O'CONNOR
Sports Writer

A

Baseball Falters, But Team Regains Its Stride
Birds Drop One to Springfield;TakeDoubleHeader From Nichols

•

BY TIM RICHMAN
Asst. Sports Editor

"

The Trinity Men's Baseball
Team started last week with a record of
10 wins and 6 losses. Monday they were
supposed to pay a home game against
A.I.C, but, unfortunately Mother Nature wasn't too kind and the game was
rained out.
Wednesday, the team traveled
to Springfield to play Springfield College. The trams were tied at four runs
each heading into the. bottom of the
seventh when things went south for
Trinity. Jim Thomforde, '93, came in to
pitch for Lloyd Nemerever, '93, and gave
up six runs . Thomforde did not have
great control, as he walked the first batter he faced and then hit the third. A
double and a home run by the next two
batters made the score 8 to 4, and then
Springfield scored two more runs before
the inning was over.
Sporting ,a 10 - 7 recording
heading into Saturday's doubleheader
against Nichols College, the Bantams
needed to win both games to retain any
hopes of an ECAC Playoff berth. In the
first, game. Coach Bill Decker sent out
Dave Grant, '91, to the mound looking
for a great pitching performance. Grant

responded with a four-hitter and picked
up an 8 - 2 victory.
Jeff Devanney, '93, led off the
game and reached on an error by the
Nichols shortstop. He moved to second on a single by Paul Broderick, '93,
and then stole third. One out later,
Grant singled him home for a 1 - 0 lead.
With two outs, Joe Brockmire, '92,
doubled home both Broderick and
Grantforathreeranlead.Grantpitched
five scoreless innings for the Bants^
before surrendering two runs in the
sixth. However, by that time Trinity
was ahead by six runs. They added a
seventh run in the seventh inning, and
Grant shut them down in the bottom
half to record his fourth victory.
Both Broderick and Tony
Canata, '93, scored two runs for Trinity,
and Brockmire had three hits to go along
with his two RBI. Grant also helped his
cause with his RBI single to go along
with another hit.
In the second game, Coach
Decker sent Thomforde out to the hill
again, looking for a sweep of the day's
games. Thomforde started out strong,
striking out the first two Nichols batters before surrendering three straight
singles for a 1 - 0 Nichols lead.
Trinity, however, had already
scored three runs in its half of the first.

Devanney led of the game by drawing a
walk and then proceeded to steal second.
Broderick was hit by a pitch. Co-Captain
Rocco DeMaio, '91, singled home Devanney and moved Broderick to third. Grant
followed with a sacrifice fly to the centerfielder, scoring Broderick. Jeff Owens,
'94, got a hit and DeMaio was thrown out
trying for third, Brockmire singled home
Owens and then stole second. And that is
where the inning ended.
Nichols scored two in the third
and two more in the fourth to take a 5 -1
lead against Thomforde, but Trinity exploded in its half of the fifth, scoring
seven runs. • Broderick led off the fifth
walking on four pitches. With one out,
Grant doubled him to third. With two
outs, the fun really began. Brockmire
singled home both Grant and Broderick.
Marc Rozzi, '92, drew a walk. That was
followed by a walk to Tim Rooney, '94, to
load the bases. Co-Captain Rob Delena,
'91, forced home Brockmire with another
walk, and then Broderick drew his second walk of the inning to plate Rozzi.
DeMaio then singled home Rooney with
the seventh and final run of the inning.
Nichols was not done either. In
the bottom of the fifth, Nichols scored five
runs of its own to chase Thomforde.
Nemerever came in to finish the fifth and
keep the score tied at ten.

In the sixth inning, Owens led
off with a walk and was brought around
to score on a single by Rooney. That
made the score 11-10, Trinity. Nichols
responded with a run in the sixth to tie
the score again, this time at eleven.
Nemerever gave up no more runs from
then on and Trinity scored three more in
the top of the eighth.
With one out, Rozzi singled.
He was wild pitched to second, but
would have moved up anyway, as the
next batter, Tim Rooney, was walked.
Rooney was then picked off of first base
for the second out of the inning. Delena
then hit one to the shortstop for what
could have been the last out of the inning. Instead, and error allowed Delena
to reach first base. Devanney made
Nichols pay. He hit a double to knock in
both base runners, and then, he, too,
scored on a single by Broderick.
With last week's record of two
wins and one loss, Trinity improved to
12-7 and kept their hopes for the playoffs alive. Wednesday the team is playing its first night game of the regular
season against Eastern Connecticut,
game time 7:00. This Friday, the team is
playing the Colby Mules at 3:00 down on
the baseball field. •

